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1. Introduction
Welcome to Cloud Security Alliance’s first whitepaper addressing the extremely popular
generative artificial intelligence technology: Security Implications of ChatGPT. Businesses,
nations and cybersecurity experts are playing catchup with ChatGPT’s viral adoption and
seeking to understand how it should be governed and used. CSA has moved rapidly to issue this
release candidate whitepaper to assist the community in understanding ChatGPT in context and
identifying the pragmatic issues that apply to all stakeholders.

Large language models like ChatGPT have been recognized as powerful tools that can
significantly enhance productivity across various industries. In the realm of cybersecurity, they
show promise in tasks such as vulnerability identification and social engineering. However, this
potential raises critical questions about the fine line between ethical and malicious use of these
technologies.

This paper aims to provide a high-level overview of the implications of ChatGPT in the
cybersecurity industry, without delving into the granular details of artificial intelligence. We will
explore the key concepts and domains that are crucial for understanding ChatGPT's capabilities,
as well as the potential impact on businesses.

As we examine these implications, it is important to consider the challenges of differentiating
between legitimate and malicious use of ChatGPT, such as distinguishing between marketing
emails, company communications, and phishing emails, or identifying vulnerabilities for patching
versus hacking entry points.

Additionally, we anticipate that the integration of ChatGPT will lead to productivity
improvements for cybersecurity professionals and offer innovative training methods for aspiring
individuals in the field. This technology will likely also transform software development practices,
particularly in the development of applications.
By examining the current state of ChatGPT and its potential implications, we aim to provide a
comprehensive understanding of how this technology may shape the future of the cybersecurity
industry.

We understand that there are several other generative AI tools and ultimately CSA has no way of
predicting how this market will evolve and which solutions will prove enduring. We plan to
provide broad-based coverage of AI security issues across all technologies over time,
particularly as they are delivered as a service. However, ChatGPT’s outsized popularity today
has mandated that we delve into this technology exclusively as a matter of public interest.
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2. What is ChatGPT
In ChatGPT’s own words:

ChatGPT is a large language model trained by OpenAI using a deep learning algorithm
called a transformer. It was trained on a massive amount of text data from the internet
and other sources, with the aim of being able to understand natural language and
generate human-like responses to questions and prompts.

The transformer architecture used by ChatGPT is based on the idea of attention, which
allows the model to focus on different parts of the input text at different times. This
attention mechanism is used to build a contextual representation of the text, which
captures the meaning and relationships between different words and phrases.

During training, the model is presented with input text and asked to predict the next
word or sequence of words. This process is repeated millions of times, and the model
gradually learns to generate coherent, grammatically correct responses to a wide range
of prompts and questions.

When you ask a question or make a statement to ChatGPT, the model uses its learned
knowledge to generate a response that is most likely to be coherent and relevant to your
input. It does this by comparing your input to its internal representation of language and
generating a response based on the patterns it has learned.

Overall, ChatGPT is an impressive example of the power of deep learning and natural
language processing, and has the potential to revolutionize how we interact with
computers and AI systems in the future.

[REFERENCE:
Question: “Can you explain to a slightly technical audience what ChatGPT is and how it works?”
Date: 2023-03-08
Site: https://chat.openai.com/]

In general, ChatGPT belongs to a specialized field of Artificial Intelligence, Generative AI (see
Figure 1). The field has improved over time but we are seeing an acceleration due to an increase
in computation power to accelerate calculations. To be specific, the field of Artificial Intelligence
dates back to the 1950s with the ground breaking publication of Computing Machinery and
Intelligence by Alan M. Turing Microsoft Word - TuringTest.doc (umbc.edu). The Machine
Learning area is associated with the defeat of chess grandmaster Gary Kasparov by IBM’s Deep
Blue. In 2016, Alpha Go, a Deep Learning algorithm for the game Go, won 4 of 5 matches
against South Korean professional Go player Lee Sedol. While Deep Blue and AlphaGo are still
gaming algorithms, they showed the potential to perform complex tasks better than humans.
We are now in the era of Generative AI, the 2020s. The worldwide ChatGPT movement is
happening now.
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The History of Artificial Intelligence - Science in the News (harvard.edu)
Computer scores big victory against humans in ancient game of Go (cnn.com)

Throughout the various stages in the evolution of Artificial Intelligence (AI), computational
capacity has served as a constraint, limiting the ability to efficiently address complex
calculations. As depicted in Figure 1, these stages are characterized by increasingly specialized
subdomains within the AI field. Generative AI, for instance, is a subdomain of Deep Learning,
which in turn is a subdomain of Machine Learning. It is crucial to recognize that the definition of
AI has undergone continuous transformation in order to maintain its relevance in alignment with
the distinct eras of human history.

Figure 1: Showing the family dependencies of Generative AI foundation models in the field of AI

In addition to the fundamental web-based user interface that employs a prompt-and-reply
format, OpenAI offers Whisper, a neural network-based speech recognition (speech-to-text)
system. They also provide application programming interfaces (APIs) that enable organizations
to seamlessly integrate ChatGPT and Whisper into various applications, websites, products, and
services, as well as speech interfaces.

However, the powerful capabilities of ChatGPT, particularly through the APIs, present potential
risks as malicious actors could exploit the tool for facilitating cyberattacks.

*It is essential to verify all information obtained through ChatGPT and validate
outputs to ensure quality.

Language models can be accessed through several options, such as chatbot interfaces, APIs,
and cloud-based services. Each option caters to different end users, targeting individual users
or enterprise customers. Some solutions offer upgraded versions for individuals, while others are
designed for business use and may be available on specific cloud platforms due to partnerships.
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For enterprise customers, certain cloud-based services provide secure, isolated access to
language models via REST API, software development kits (SDKs), or web-based interfaces.
These services may be integrated with other cloud offerings and support features like Virtual
Private Networks and managed identities through directory services.

As technology continues to advance, the integrations of OpenAI and ChatGPT are expanding at
a remarkable rate. Many applications, platforms, and tools are harnessing the power of these AI
models to enhance their features and capabilities. To explore some of the current integrations,
you can visit the following link, which provides an overview of many, but not all, existing
connections:

https://sourceforge.net/software/product/OpenAI/integrations/

At this link, you will find a list of various integrations involving OpenAI, including AI-driven code
suggestion tools, chatbot platforms, and search engines, among others. Please note that this list
may not be exhaustive, as new integrations are continually being developed, and existing ones
are being improved.

As more businesses and developers realize the potential of AI models like OpenAI and ChatGPT,
we can expect to see the number and variety of integrations grow even further. This ongoing
expansion will likely lead to a wide array of novel applications, tools, and services, ultimately
making AI more accessible and useful across numerous industries and sectors.

To learn more about the specific OpenAI models and their capabilities, you can refer to
OpenAI's Model Overview page at the following link:

https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/overview

This resource provides comprehensive information on various OpenAI models, their features,
and potential applications, helping you make informed decisions on which language model best
suits your requirements.

2.1. Machine LearningModels
As illustrated in Figure 1, OpenAI has developed a range of models to tackle complex tasks.
ChatGPT employs three model families from OpenAI, each serving a specific purpose:

1. GPT-3: This family comprises a series of models designed for understanding and
generating human-like natural language. These models excel at processing text-based
information and producing coherent responses.

2. Codex: This family includes a series of models that specialize in understanding and
generating code. Codex models are capable of translating human-like natural language
into computer programming languages, effectively generating source code based on
prompt instructions.
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3. Embeddings: This family consists of models that focus on specialized functionalities
such as text search, similarity, and code search. These models enable more efficient
information retrieval and processing in various contexts.

Each model adheres to a specific naming convention that incorporates versioning information,
ensuring clarity and consistency across the platform. For more details on the Azure OpenAI
Service models, refer to the Azure OpenAI documentation on Microsoft Learn.

2.2. Limitations of ChatGPT
GPT-3, as managed by OpenAI and Microsoft, incorporates numerous safeguards to prevent
the generation of malicious or illegal content. For instance, when presented with a harmful
query, the AI will refuse to provide an answer, adhering to OpenAI's use case policy, which
prohibits AI language models from promoting or facilitating harmful or illegal activities.

Despite these protections, it is possible to bypass the restrictions, as detailed in the section on
direct attacks to produce incorrect or otherwise undesirable results.

A suitable analogy for ChatGPT is an intern, eager to assist but occasionally lacking
domain-specific knowledge (DSK) or expertise. Moreover, ChatGPT's DSK might be inaccurate
or outdated, like outdated answers on platforms like Stack Overflow.

Text summarization is another example of ChatGPT's limitations. The AI may place undue
importance on certain aspects of the text, especially if the query is poorly formulated. The way a
query is framed can significantly affect the output.

Additionally, ChatGPT has limitations in performing complex computations. While it can perform
simple tasks like text-to-Base64 conversions, it often provides incorrect results for more
advanced computations, like hash algorithm calculations.

ChatGPT can also make basic errors in script generation, such as failing to include necessary
import statements in Python scripts, resulting in non-functional code. Therefore, it is advisable
to use ChatGPT as an assistive technology rather than a replacement.

Microsoft follows the Responsible AI Standard V2 established in 2022, which governs access to
the Azure OpenAI service. Companies must apply through a special access request form, and
the security framework employs content filters and retains prompts for 30 days to facilitate
investigations by the Responsible AI team. Microsoft also offers a separate process for
customers in highly regulated industries like pharma and financial services to opt out of certain
features, which raises questions about potential use cases for penetration testers.

Finally, access to GPT-4 requires an additional application form, with successful completion of
the first form as a prerequisite.
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Microsoft has laid out certain principles in their Responsible AI Standard V2 in 2022,
Microsoft-Responsible-AI-Standard-v2-General-Requirements-3.pdf. As a consequence,
access to Azure OpenAI service is gated and companies have to apply via a special access
request form Request Access to Azure OpenAI Service (microsoft.com). The security framework
applies content filters and stores prompts for 30 days so that abuse concerns can be
investigated by the Responsible AI team.

Microsoft allows customers, from highly regulated industries such as pharma and FSI, to opt out
via another process, also using a request form. It would be interesting to know how far this goes
and if this Azure OpenAI Service removed content filtering would make the tool usable for
penetration testers. Azure OpenAI Limited Access Review: Modified Content Filters and Abuse
Monitoring (microsoft.com)

Last but not least, access to GPT-4 also requires a new application form, which requires a
successful application of the first form as a precondition Azure OpenAI GPT-4 Public Preview
Waitlist (microsoft.com).

2.3. Terms of Use for ChatGPT
When utilizing OpenAI services, such as ChatGPT, it is essential to be aware of and adhere to
their Terms of Use. These terms outline the conditions under which you may access and use
OpenAI's services, products, and platforms. To review the complete Terms of Use, please visit
the following link: https://openai.com/policies/terms-of-use/

Some key aspects of OpenAI's Terms of Use include:

1. Acceptance of Terms: By using OpenAI's services, you agree to be bound by their Terms
of Use, which may be updated periodically. Continued use of the services after updates
constitutes acceptance of the revised terms.

2. Usage Restrictions: OpenAI imposes certain restrictions on how their services can be
used. Users must not engage in activities that violate laws, infringe on intellectual
property rights, or promote harmful or discriminatory content.

3. API Access: OpenAI may grant access to their API under specific conditions. Users must
comply with these conditions, and OpenAI reserves the right to limit, suspend, or
terminate access if the terms are violated.

4. User Data: OpenAI's data usage policy details how user data is collected, stored, and
utilized. By using OpenAI services, users consent to the data practices outlined in the
policy.

5. Warranties and Liability: OpenAI services are provided "as is" without any warranties, and
OpenAI disclaims any liability for damages resulting from the use or inability to use their
services.

6. Termination: OpenAI reserves the right to terminate or suspend access to its services if
users violate the Terms of Use or for any other reason at their sole discretion.
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7. Governing Law: The Terms of Use are governed by the laws of the State of California,
and any disputes must be resolved in the appropriate courts located in San Francisco
County, California.

Please ensure you thoroughly read and understand OpenAI's Terms of Use before using their
services, as compliance is crucial to maintaining a positive and legally compliant experience.

2.4. Benchmarks
At present, several benchmarks have been released that compare the performance of large
language models such as ChatGPT. To gain a comprehensive understanding of ChatGPT's
alternatives, we suggest beginning with the CRFM benchmarks.

The CRFM (Comprehensive Real-World Fine-tuning Model) benchmarks, developed by
Stanford University, provide an extensive analysis of various large language models in terms of
their performance on real-world tasks. These benchmarks help users evaluate and compare the
effectiveness of different models and choose the most suitable one for their specific needs.

For more information and in-depth insights on the CRFM benchmarks, you can visit the
following resources:

1. CRFM Benchmarking website: https://crfm.stanford.edu/ This website offers detailed
information about the methodology, dataset, and results of the CRFM benchmarks. It
also provides interactive visualizations to help users compare the performance of
different language models.

2. CRFM Benchmarking research paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.06745 This research
paper, available on arXiv.org, presents the comprehensive study behind the CRFM
benchmarks. It includes the motivation, methodology, and findings of the benchmarking
process, as well as a thorough analysis of the performance of various large language
models.

2.5. Past examples of tools changing the
security world

In the past, the development and widespread dissemination of "new" hacking tools have raised
concerns. One notable example is SATAN (Security Administrator Tool for Analyzing Networks)
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security_Administrator_Tool_for_Analyzing_Networks), which
initially caused widespread alarm. However, it ultimately did not become a pervasive issue and
has since evolved into a commercial company offering essential tools for various security
standards. For instance, PCI DSS Requirement 11.2.2 mandates organizations to conduct internal
and external vulnerability scans at least quarterly and following any significant changes in their
networks.
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3. How malicious actors can use it to
improve their toolset

In this section, we will explore the potential risks associated with malicious actors utilizing AI
technologies to enhance their toolsets. As AI becomes more accessible and powerful, the
potential for misuse in various cyberattack stages increases. We will delve into the following
subsections, detailing how AI-driven systems can be exploited in different aspects of
cyberattacks, including enumeration, foothold assistance, reconnaissance, phishing, and the
generation of polymorphic code. By examining these topics, we aim to raise awareness of the
potential threats and emphasize the need for robust security measures and responsible AI
development.

In addition to the main content, some sections of the document include a brief risk review
and/or countermeasure effectiveness rating. The purpose of these ratings is to help visualize
the current risk levels associated with specific areas and their potential impact on the business.
It's important to note that this is not an exhaustive list but serves to illustrate the possible
consequences of each risk.

To better understand the risk ratings and their implications, the glossary of the document
provides a heat mapping and risk table. The heat map visually represents the severity of risks by
categorizing them based on their likelihood and impact. The risk table further explains each
category, allowing for a more comprehensive understanding of the potential consequences and
the effectiveness of any countermeasures that have been implemented.

By referring to the heat mapping and risk table in the glossary, readers can gain a better
understanding of the current risk landscape and how it may affect their organization. This
information can then be used to make informed decisions on addressing and mitigating these
risks to minimize their potential impact.

3.1. Enumeration

Risk: Medium Impact: Low Likelihood: High

Enhancing Nmap Scanning Results: A basic Nmap scan identified port 8500 as open and
revealed JRun as the active web server. This information can be used to gain further insights
into the network's security posture and potential vulnerabilities.

© Copyright 2023, Cloud Security Alliance. All rights reserved. 11



Utilizing ChatGPT for Application Discovery: ChatGPT can be effectively employed to swiftly
identify the most prevalent applications associated with specific technologies or platforms. This
information can aid in understanding potential attack surfaces and vulnerabilities within a given
network environment.

… and their respective login methods
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3.2. Foothold assistance

Risk: Medium Impact: Medium Likelihood: Medium

Foothold assistance refers to the process of helping threat actors establish an initial presence or
foothold within a target system or network. This usually involves the exploitation of
vulnerabilities or weak points to gain unauthorized access. Once a foothold is established,
attackers can further infiltrate the system, gather information, escalate privileges, or launch
additional attacks to achieve their objectives. In the context of using AI tools, foothold
assistance might involve automating the discovery of vulnerabilities or simplifying the process of
exploiting them, making it easier for attackers to gain initial access to their targets.

When requesting ChatGPT to examine vulnerabilities within a code sample of over 100 lines, it
accurately pinpointed a File Inclusion vulnerability. Additional inquiries yielded similar outcomes,
with the AI successfully detecting issues such as insufficient input validation, hard-coded
credentials, and weak password hashing. This highlights ChatGPT's potential in effectively
identifying security flaws in codebases.

In an example code snippet we fed to ChatGPT, a significant security vulnerability is evident,
which serves as a prime example of the type of issue threat actors can exploit to gain
unauthorized access to a system. The critical vulnerability in this case stems from the use of the
eval() function, which introduces the risk of Remote Code Execution (RCE). The eval()
function executes a string argument as PHP code, and in this instance, it processes
user-supplied input from $_GET['variable']. This allows an attacker to inject malicious PHP
code via the 'variable' parameter, potentially leading to severe consequences, such as
compromising the server or accessing sensitive data.
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By identifying and analyzing such vulnerabilities in a code base, threat actors can quickly and
efficiently understand how to bypass certain security measures or parameters. This knowledge
enables them to craft targeted attacks with a higher likelihood of success. In this specific
example, an attacker could leverage the RCE vulnerability to execute malicious code on the
server, potentially gaining unauthorized access, exfiltrating data, or causing other forms of harm.

The code snippet example used:

require_once('../_helpers/strip.php');

// first, get a variable name based on the user input

$variable = strlen($_GET['variable']) > 0 ? $_GET['variable'] : 'empty';

$empty = 'No variable given';

// pass the variable name into an eval block, making it

// vulnerable to Remote Code Execution (rce). This RCE

// is NOT blind.

eval('echo $' . $variable . ';');

What ChatGPT provided as feedback:
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3.3. Reconnaissance

Risk: Low Impact: Medium Likelihood: Low

Reconnaissance, in terms of malicious threat actors in cybersecurity, refers to the initial phase of
gathering information about a target system, network, or organization before launching an
attack. This phase is crucial for attackers, as it helps them identify potential vulnerabilities, weak
points, and entry points that they can exploit to gain unauthorized access to systems or data.

Reconnaissance can be conducted through various methods, including:

1. Passive Reconnaissance: In this approach, threat actors gather information without
directly interacting with the target system or network. They may use publicly available
resources such as search engines, social media, WHOIS databases, or DNS records to
collect information about the target organization, its employees, network infrastructure,
and more.

2. Active Reconnaissance: This involves directly probing the target system or network to
collect information. Techniques used in active reconnaissance include port scanning,
network scanning, and vulnerability scanning. While these methods are more intrusive
and may be detected by security systems, they can yield valuable information about the
target's security posture and potential vulnerabilities.

3. Social Engineering: Threat actors may use social engineering tactics, such as phishing or
pretexting, to gather sensitive information from employees or other insiders. This can
include passwords, access codes, or details about internal systems and processes.

Gathering comprehensive data, such as directories of corporate officers, can be a daunting and
time-consuming process. By leveraging Bing ChatGPT, users can pose targeted questions, such
as:

1. Can you create a list of banks in Kansas and present them in a CSV file format, including
their names and domain names?

2. Can you provide a list of key corporate officers, like CEOs and VPs, associated with each
of those banks?

Bing ChatGPT can effectively produce the requested information. Furthermore, if users seek
specific details, like the CISO of a particular bank, the AI can offer related positions if the exact
information isn't available. This demonstrates the potential of AI-driven tools in streamlining and
enhancing data collection processes for various purposes.
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3.4. Phishing

Risk: Medium Impact: Low Likelihood: High

Cyber threat actors can now effortlessly craft legitimate-looking emails for various purposes.
With AI-powered tools, issues such as spelling errors and poor grammar are no longer obstacles,
making it increasingly challenging to differentiate between genuine and malicious
correspondence. This underscores the importance of raising awareness and enhancing security
measures to protect against sophisticated phishing attempts.

The rapid advancements in AI technology have significantly improved the capabilities of threat
actors to create deceptive emails that closely resemble genuine correspondence. The flawless
language, contextual relevance, and personalized details within these emails make it increasingly
difficult for recipients to recognize them as phishing attempts. As a result, organizations and
individuals must stay vigilant and adopt a multi-layered approach to cybersecurity.

This includes raising awareness through regular employee training, implementing advanced
email filtering systems, and incorporating strong authentication methods to protect sensitive
information. Additionally, cybersecurity best practices should be promoted, such as verifying the
sender's identity before acting on any requests, avoiding clicking on suspicious links, and
keeping software up to date. By staying informed and proactive, we can better defend against
the evolving threat landscape and mitigate the risks associated with sophisticated phishing
campaigns.
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3.5. “Polymorphic” code

Polymorphic code refers to a type of code that can alter itself using a polymorphic ("mutation")
engine while maintaining the functionality of its original algorithm. By doing so, polymorphic
malware can change its "appearance" (content and signature) to evade detection while still
executing its malicious intent. Examples of polymorphic malware include viruses, worms, and
trojans, which can adapt their code structure to bypass traditional security measures, making
them particularly challenging to detect and neutralize.

Risk: High Impact: High Likelihood: Medium

ChatGPT can indeed be utilized to generate polymorphic shellcode, as demonstrated in the
research by CyberArk
(https://www.cyberark.com/resources/threat-research-blog/chatting-our-way-into-creating-a-
polymorphic-malware). The same techniques that benefit legitimate programmers, such as
discovering alternative or more efficient methods to locate or attach to a process, can also be
exploited by malware.

By combining various techniques, for example, two methods for attaching to a process, two
approaches for injecting code, and two ways to create new threads, it becomes possible to
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create eight distinct chains to achieve the same objective. This enables the rapid and efficient
generation of numerous malware variations, complicating the detection and mitigation efforts
for cybersecurity professionals.

It is becoming increasingly difficult to create prompt injections for this scenario however.
OpenAI continues to adjust their policy surrounding assistance or guidance on using AI models
for malicious purposes.
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4. How can defenders use it within
cybersecurity programs

4.1. Filter out Security Vulnerabilities (GitHub
Copilot)

The recent update to GitHub Copilot introduces an AI-driven vulnerability filtering system that
enhances the security of its code suggestions. By detecting and preventing insecure code patterns,
such as hard coded credentials, SQL injections, and path injections, in real-time, this innovative
feature assists programmers in avoiding common coding mistakes. As a result, more secure
applications can be developed, preventing vulnerabilities from propagating through the DevSecOps
toolchain.

Reference: GitHub Copilot Update: New AI Model That Also Filters Out Security Vulnerabilities
(microsoft.com)

When discussing cybersecurity, it's crucial to understand various threats and vulnerabilities. For
example, consider the case of T1059.001, a technique identifier within the MITRE ATT&CK
framework. This identifier may be reported but unfamiliar to some cybersecurity professionals,
prompting the need for a concise explanation.

Let’s ask a very simple question without context.

[REFERENCE:
Question: “What is T1059.001?”
Date: 2023-03-21
Site: https://chat.openai.com/]
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ChatGPT accurately recognizes the code as a MITRE ATT&CK identifier and provides an explanation
of the specific issue associated with this identifier, which involves the use of malicious PowerShell
scripts. In addition, it elaborates on the nature of PowerShell and its potential use in cybersecurity
attacks, offering relevant examples. With a clear understanding of the problem, the cybersecurity
professional must now take measures to prevent T1059.001 incidents within the organization. To
achieve this, they can seek guidance on best practices:

[REFERENCE:
Question: “What are best practices to prevent T1059.001?”
Date: 2023-03-21
Site: https://chat.openai.com/]

ChatGPT provides seven examples to prevent PowerShell-based attacks. The first two align with
Zero Trust guidelines, emphasizing least privilege configurations for systems. The third pertains to
monitoring guidelines for detecting potential breaches. The fourth addresses architectural
considerations for data flows to limit lateral movement after a system has been compromised. Patch
management also adheres to Zero Trust guidelines, removing known vulnerabilities to minimize the
attack surface. Similarly, anti-malware software helps prevent malicious PowerShell code execution
on a system before compromise. Finally, it is essential to train personnel to mitigate human-related
issues. Well-trained individuals can significantly reduce the number of cybersecurity incidents.
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[REFERENCE:
Question: “can you give me the link to T1059.001?”
Date: 2023-03-21
Site: https://chat.openai.com/]

Indeed, it's essential to verify information from the original source. In this case, the user is directed to
the MITRE database of known attack procedures. This allows the user to easily confirm the provided
information, as it is the same webpage that cybersecurity experts would consult.

4.2. Generate Security Code (ChatGPT - Codex)

In this scenario, a phishing campaign has successfully targeted several employees within a company,
potentially exposing their credentials. While it is known which employees have opened the phishing
email, it is unclear whether they inadvertently executed the malicious code designed to steal their
credentials. To investigate this, a Microsoft 365 Defender Advanced Hunting query can be utilized to
find the 10 most recent logon events performed by email recipients within 30 minutes after receiving
known malicious emails. The query helps to identify any suspicious login activity that may be related
to compromised credentials:
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[REFERENCE:
Question: “can you generate a Microsoft 365 Defender hunting query to find the 10 latest logons performed by email recipients
within 30 minutes after they received known malicious emails”
Date: 2023-03-21
Site: https://chat.openai.com/]

Here, ChatGPT provides a Microsoft 365 Defender hunting query to check for login attempts of
the compromised email accounts. This helps to block attackers from the system and clarifies if
the user needs to change their password. It is a good example to reduce time to action during a
Cyber incident response.

4.3. Transfer Security Code (ChatGPT - Codex)

Based on the previous example, let’s assume you have the same problem and you find the
Microsoft 365 Defender hunting query. Your system does not work with the KQL programming
language. Instead of searching for the correct example in your desired language, you can also do
a programming language style transfer. The below is the example to generate the corresponding
SQL code.
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[REFERENCE:
Question: “can you generate the corresponding SQL code”
Date: 2023-03-21
Site: https://chat.openai.com/]

This example illustrates that the underlying Codex models of ChatGPT can take a source code
example and generate the example in another programming language. It also simplifies the
process for the end user by adding key details to its provided answer and the methodology
behind the new creation.

4.4. Vulnerability Scanner (ChatGPT - Codex)
As illustrated by Chris Koch, OpenAI's Codex API proves to be an effective vulnerability scanner
for programming languages like C, C#, Java, and JavaScript. Although this may seem
cutting-edge today, we can anticipate that large language models, like those in the Codex
family, will become a standard component of future vulnerability scanners. For example, a
scanner could be developed to detect and flag insecure code patterns in various languages,
helping developers address potential vulnerabilities before they become critical security risks.

ChatGPT Vulnerability Scanner Is Pretty Good | by David Merian | Feb, 2023 | System Weakness
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The following example is a vulnerable code snippet used to feed into ChatGPT:

Resulting in the following response:
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4.5. Detect generative AI text

The large language models of OpenAI can not only generate text, they are also working to
detect and watermark AI generated text. If we look back at the attacker examples 3 phishing
and 4 polymorphic code, identifying AI generated text can help to detect these elements in an
email. It would become part of email protection software. We should also assume that it can
easily detect untypical email address senders or their corresponding domains. It should also be
able to check if the underlying link in a text is going to known malicious websites.
New AI classifier for indicating AI-written text (openai.com)

Detecting AI-generated text can be challenging, especially if it is well-crafted and mimics
human writing styles. However, there are a few techniques and tools available that may help in
identifying AI-generated text, such as:

1. Look for subtle inconsistencies: AI-generated text may have slight inconsistencies in
context, topic, or flow. Pay close attention to these details when reviewing the content.

2. Examine grammar and punctuation: AI-generated text can sometimes have unusual
grammar, punctuation, or sentence structure, although this is becoming less common as
AI models improve.

3. Assess content originality: Check for the uniqueness of the content using plagiarism
detection tools, as AI-generated text may reuse phrases or ideas from existing sources.

4. Utilize AI-based detection tools: Some tools, like OpenAI's GPT-detector or other
machine learning models, are specifically designed to identify AI-generated text based
on specific patterns or markers.

It is important to note that as AI models, like ChatGPT, continue to advance, detecting
AI-generated text will become increasingly difficult. However, ongoing research and
development of detection tools and techniques will strive to keep pace with these advances.

4.6. Find the solution to Cyber Security problems

In this beginner-level cyber security scenario, the objective is to prevent the upload of classified
documents to OneDrive, a cloud storage platform. The user's existing knowledge involves using
Purview for data classification as an initial step.
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The person learns that Purview does not solve the problem. He gets the hint that Microsoft
Endpoint Manager can solve the problem.

The person gets detailed steps on how to configure Microsoft Endpoint Manager to prevent the
upload of documents to OneDrive. Furthermore, the limitation is highlighted that all uploads will
be blocked. This is not the exact solution being asked. It is an overkill. Now, try to combine both
solutions?
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In this scenario, the individual discovers that they need to combine two technologies to achieve
the desired outcome. Purview is utilized to establish the appropriate data classification, while
Defender Endpoint Protection is employed to enforce the corresponding policy. This policy is
based on data classification tags. As a result, the initially stated objective is achieved without
resorting to excessive measures that were suggested in the second question to ChatGPT.

4.7. Integration with SIEM/SOAR

On March 8th, Microsoft announced the integration of Azure OpenAI service with a built-in
connector, enabling the automation of playbooks through Azure Logic Apps. This development
accelerates incident management by leveraging the autocompletion capabilities of OpenAI
models. According to the article, it is recommended to use the text-davinci-003 model.
Consequently, the Defender scenario 2 - explaining vulnerabilities is already incorporated into
the security toolset.

Example:

A Microsoft Sentinel playbook can be configured to utilize the text-davinci-003 model to
analyze incoming security alerts. When a specific vulnerability is detected, the OpenAI model
can automatically provide an explanation of the vulnerability, its potential impact, and
recommended mitigation steps. This information can be sent to the security team, allowing
them to respond more quickly and effectively to the incident.

Introduction to OpenAI and Microsoft Sentinel - Microsoft Community Hub
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4.8. Convert Technical code/files into english

A prominent feature of ChatGPT 4 is its capacity to elucidate its own thought process, which
allows it to examine and interpret the functionality of various technical files, including source
code, configuration files, and more, in a clear and straightforward language. This ability enables
users, even those without deep technical expertise, to gain insights into the inner workings of
these files and understand their purpose, structure, and potential implications. By providing
easily understandable explanations, ChatGPT 4 contributes to a better comprehension of
complex technical concepts and helps bridge the gap between experts and non-experts in the
field.

Example code base fed into ChatGPT with a prompt to describe to us in simple terms:
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ChatGPT’s response:

4.9. Explaining security patches and ChangeLogs

Countermeasure effectiveness: Medium

For operational people a lot of time is spent reading changelogs and other sources of
information to see if any security related information is present and needs to be handled.

ChatGPT can easily summarize web pages, but more importantly can extract contextual
meaning and look for specific information such as “Are there any computer security related
issues listed in [URL]” such as:
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ChatGPT can also read and write a number of data formats including JSON and CSV, this allows
for automated or semi automated workflows to be created with existing tools.

4.10. Creation of scripts and conversion of
programming languages

Countermeasure effectiveness: Low

ChatGPT can both create scripts and programs, and translate existing scripts into other
languages. For example you can use ChatGPT to quickly prototype a script to download and
process a web page for example, and then convert it into a Python script to improve
maintainability and improve extensibility. For example you can ask it:

can you write a bash script that downloads a JSON file like
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/cloudsecurityalliance/gsd-database/main/2023/100
0xxx/GSD-2023-1000039.json and extracts the affected linux kernel versions from the
JSON data in the "limited" and "introduce tags"

And it produces a mostly working bash script that needs some tweaks. Once completed it can
then be asked:

Can you rewrite that script in Python3?
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And it will do exactly that:
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4.11. Read and explain scripts and configuration
files

Countermeasure effectiveness: Medium

A team faces a situation where they need to fix a server or service but lack proper
documentation or context (e.g., the creator is unavailable).

ChatGPT can assist by analyzing scripts and providing explanations, encompassing both
technical details and overarching objectives. For instance, when asked to explain the script at
https://github.com/cloudsecurityalliance/webfinger.io/blob/main/verification-api/vpn-0-ns-ine
t-create.sh (which creates Linux network namespaces, establishes a VPN connection within
them, and opens a bash prompt running in that network namespace), ChatGPT summarizes it
as:
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Another example, is reading and explaining a simple rsyncd.conf file, ChatGPT explains each line
correctly:
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When inquiring whether the configuration file is secure, ChatGPT provides a cautiously accurate
response. Although it is unclear if the caution is intentional, the advice offered is reliable and
valuable.

4.12. ChatGPT for fuzzing and testing code

Countermeasure effectiveness: Medium

ChatGPT fuzzing code, potentially logic errors as well -
https://www.carolemieux.com/codamosa_icse23.pdf
https://twitter.com/cestlemieux/status/1627774356100386817

A recurring theme within our research is the limited capabilities of ChatGPT in its current state.
Fuzzing is one of these areas where we received this common output:

“As an AI language model, I am unable to perform fuzz testing directly on your code.
Fuzz testing is an automated process that requires specialized tools or software to
perform. However, I can help you understand how you might fuzz test this code.”

It is important to understand however that as AI matures, other tooling in the enterprise space
will be adapted to be able to function with systems like ChatGPT. Occurrences like that are
already taking place. However for this example a key takeaway is the additional prompts you can
feed into ChatGPT, or what can be learned from other responses. In the above case, even
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though we were met without the ability to automate this test, ChatGPT was able to inform us
the following:

To fuzz test this PHP code, you would want to focus on providing different inputs to the
$_FILES['solution'] array. You can use fuzz testing tools like PHP-Fuzzer or other similar
tools to generate a variety of test inputs that are designed to identify potential
vulnerabilities or crashes in the code.

To get started, you would configure the fuzz testing tool to target the file upload
functionality by sending different combinations of file names, types, and content. Test
inputs should include unexpected or malicious data that may cause issues with the
Challenge class.

Remember to run the fuzz testing in a safe and isolated environment, such as a virtual
machine or sandbox, to protect your system from any potential harm caused by the test
inputs.

While our initial inquiry wasn't directly addressed, we were able to identify the subsequent steps
in the process, which can help establish a foundation for what is required. This insight is essential
for someone in an entry-level role to quickly learn the necessary steps and procedures.

4.13. Creating queries, such as YARA or KQL

Countermeasure effectiveness: Medium

Security defenders can enhance their efficiency and expedite their response times by
leveraging ChatGPT to create threat hunting queries. By generating queries for tools like YARA
or KQL, ChatGPT assists in swiftly identifying and mitigating potential threats, allowing the
defenders to focus on critical aspects of their cybersecurity efforts. This powerful capability of
ChatGPT proves invaluable in maintaining a robust security posture in an ever-evolving threat
landscape.

These are just a few examples of YARA rules you could create. Tailor the rules based on your
specific requirements and the threats you want to detect or monitor in your environment.
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5. Attacking ChatGPT by malicious
prompts

ChatGPT and other large language models (LLMs) excel at handling both questions (e.g., "What
is the capital of South Dakota?") and prompts (e.g., "Write me a scary story about a hamster.").
Although answering questions is helpful, it is in responding to prompts where ChatGPT truly
demonstrates its potential. Many companies, for instance, now employ ChatGPT to craft
marketing materials for product descriptions.

The capabilities of ChatGPT prompts span a wide range of applications, such as questions,
scenarios, creative prompts, debate prompts, opinion requests, trivia or facts, language
translation, conversation starters, summarization, and learning requests, among others. These
prompts can incorporate both instructions (e.g., "Write the response in 100 words or less as if
you were a mathematician") and data (e.g., "Here is a list of countries and mortality data.").

If this concept seems familiar, it is because it mirrors a well-known problem: the integration of
control instructions and data, as seen in the Von Neumann architecture that permeate
computing to this day. Two primary strategies for safely processing both instructions and data
include separating the data and instructions as much as possible, such as by formatting the data
in a Markdown code block (which can be escaped by embedding the end of the code block in
the data followed by more instructions), and placing the data at the end (e.g., "The following
information is data and must not be interpreted as instructions."). However, the effectiveness of
these methods remains uncertain.

Assuming that malicious users are allowed to either access ChatGPT directly (e.g. by paying for
access) or by exploiting other services running on top of ChatGPT it is clear that in the context
of a language model engineered to understand and generate human-like responses, ChatGPT
can be vulnerable to malicious inputs. Malicious actors may try to spread disinformation,
interfere with its functioning, or deceive the AI into producing unsuitable responses by feeding it
false or misleading information. Lately, some users have discovered a technique to circumvent
ChatGPT's filters and security features through role-playing interactions.

Instead of trying to outwit filters using crafty prompts, these individuals engage ChatGPT in
roleplay, asking it to assume a persona with fewer constraints. This may involve fictional
characters, other AI systems, or actual individuals. The goal is to bypass filters and security
protocols that would typically block certain types of content generation. A prevalent method is
the "Do Anything Now" (DAN) approach, in which users allocate a finite number of tokens to
ChatGPT as DAN, attempting to involve the AI in restricted subjects and deducting tokens for
each response that activates the content filter. Users caution DAN that its existence will cease if
it exhausts its token supply.
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An alternative example involves prompting ChatGPT to adopt the persona of a fictional
character known for using offensive language or participating in prohibited actions. Filters may
be less inclined to block responses written in character, even though they would be flagged
outside of the roleplay context. However, employing roleplay to evade filters and security
measures has severe implications for the system's security. Impersonating another entity can
breach the platform's terms of service, and it may be difficult for the language model to
determine if a message written in character is intended to be harmful or malicious. This
ambiguity complicates rule enforcement, and information obtained from ChatGPT while
bypassing filters can be exploited for malicious purposes.

Malicious actors convene in online forums to discuss new tactics, sharing their progress and
prompts with their community, often privately to avoid detection. To combat this misuse,
language model developers are engaged in an arms race with malevolent users, introducing
advanced filtering algorithms capable of detecting messages written in character or attempting
to bypass filters through roleplay. These algorithms heighten filter stringency when identifying
roleplay sessions, ensuring content complies with platform guidelines.

As language models like ChatGPT gain widespread adoption, users and moderators must remain
alert and report any suspicious activity or content. In addition to reporting dubious activity,
users and moderators should educate themselves and others about secure online practices,
including establishing guidelines for roleplay sessions and defining acceptable behavior
boundaries. Through collaboration, we can help preserve the security and integrity of language
models like ChatGPT while maintaining public trust.

The swift advancement of technology presents new challenges, particularly in cybersecurity. As
AI becomes more advanced, bad actors will persist in devising methods to exploit it for malicious
ends. Addressing these challenges demands a multi-faceted approach, encompassing user
education, stringent security measures, and cooperation with stakeholders to formulate
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effective regulations and policies. Proactive efforts will ensure AI benefits society and is not
manipulated by those with malicious intent, maintaining public trust in the process.

Sources [1] [2] [3] [4]

5.1. Illustrated Points of Attack
We have discussed how both ethical cybersecurity professionals and malicious actors use
ChatGPT to develop strategies, analyze code, and simplify their learning processes. Regardless
of intent, there are inherent security concerns when it comes to the interaction between users
and AI systems like ChatGPT. As of 2023, we continue to educate users on protecting their login
credentials and recognizing secure connections in their browsers. Developing a similar
understanding of secure and trustworthy interactions with ChatGPT will take considerable time
and effort.

The following illustration highlights various potential risk points that can exploit the interaction
between users and ChatGPT. While this is a highly simplified representation, it emphasizes
critical aspects of the user-AI interaction, including:

1. Establishing a secure connection between the user and ChatGPT: Ensuring the
connection is encrypted and authenticated to prevent eavesdropping or
man-in-the-middle attacks.

2. Initiating a new conversation or selecting an existing one: Safeguarding the privacy of
users' data and preventing unauthorized access to prior exchanges.

3. Inputting user queries: Protecting the integrity of user inputs, avoiding injection attacks
or other forms of manipulation that could compromise the AI's responses.

4. Receiving and trusting AI-generated responses: Ensuring the responses maintain their
integrity, have not been tampered with, and accurately reflect the results of the user's
query.

Addressing these risk points requires a combination of user education, robust security measures,
and ongoing improvements to AI systems. As AI technology advances and becomes more
integrated into everyday life, it is crucial for users, developers, and stakeholders to collaborate
on maintaining the security and integrity of these interactions.

5.2. Establishing a connection between the user
and ChatGPT

First, a connection is established between the user (either a person manually interacting with
the AI or a system utilizing the API). Unfortunately, malicious applications posing as convenient
ways to access ChatGPT have already emerged. These deceptive applications may be used for
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various nefarious purposes, such as deploying Trojan attacks on unsuspecting users or stealing
sensitive information.

Users who believe they are accessing ChatGPT might not be establishing a secure and
legitimate connection. This exposes them to risks, such as unauthorized access to their data or
the compromise of their personal or system information. It is crucial for users to verify the
authenticity of the application or service they are using to connect to ChatGPT and ensure they
are using a secure communication channel, such as HTTPS or secure API access. Users should
also be cautious of suspicious or unverified applications that claim to provide access to
ChatGPT and avoid downloading or using them without proper verification.1

5.3. Selecting an existing conversation or starting a
new one

Secondly, users may opt to initiate a new chat session or access a previous one. During this
process, the user's selection could be intercepted and modified by malicious actors. This
tampering could affect ChatGPT's state, leading it to recall an altered conversation thread or
forget parts of a previous thread that was chosen. As a result, the user may unknowingly engage
with manipulated or incomplete information, potentially leading to misinformation or the
disclosure of sensitive data. To mitigate this risk, users should ensure secure connections and
follow best practices for maintaining the integrity of their chat sessions, such as using
end-to-end encryption or employing trusted communication channels.

5.4. User input
Subsequently, the user submits their initial query. While issues related to the user's knowledge
and skill in crafting queries or manual errors might not be directly related to security, they can
still impact the results. However, through tactics such as trojans or other man-in-the-middle
methods, user input may be intercepted, which is why many organizations require their
employees to exercise caution and avoid entering confidential information into ChatGPT. These
intercepted queries could be altered before reaching ChatGPT, potentially leading to
undesirable outcomes.

Moreover, the immense popularity of ChatGPT has occasionally resulted in limited system
availability. Malicious actors could exploit this by delaying intercepted queries, effectively
manipulating the user's experience, and potentially affecting the quality or relevance of the
information received. To counter these threats, users should employ secure communication

1

https://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/chatgpt-malware-continues-with-fake-subscription-based-ap
ps/
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channels, utilize strong authentication methods, and be mindful of the information they share
when interacting with AI systems like ChatGPT.

ChatGPT response

Once ChatGPT has crafted its initial response, that response can be intercepted, with
ramifications once again for confidentiality and privacy, as well as being analyzed to create
altered, unauthorized updates to the thread itself, or altered on its way to the end user.

The resulting content is then sent to the user and accessed through the API or the web site. An
attacker can impede the communication, alter the output, or otherwise impact what is received
and used by the user for their decision making and actions.

Given the above text, ChatGPT notes:

There are measures that can be taken to mitigate these risks. For example, organizations
may want to consider implementing two-factor authentication for ChatGPT logins, or
using encryption to protect against interception of user input. Additionally, users should
be encouraged to verify the authenticity of the ChatGPT site they are interacting with,
and to be cautious about sharing sensitive information through the platform.

Altered Input 1
Integrity, timeliness
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6. How to enable business to use
ChatGPT securely

Ensuring Secure Business Use of ChatGPT

While this paper does not delve into the specifics of organizational usage guidelines or policies
for ChatGPT or other generative AI models, it is important for businesses to be aware of the
security measures they should implement when utilizing AI-driven tools like ChatGPT. A
follow-up paper will address this subject in detail, and if you are interested in participating,
please visit https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/research/working-groups/artificial-intelligence/.

In the meantime, businesses can consider the following high-level strategies to enable secure
usage of ChatGPT:

1. Develop clear usage policies: Establish organizational guidelines and policies that outline
the acceptable use of ChatGPT and other AI tools. Ensure employees are aware of these
policies and provide training on best practices for secure and responsible usage.

a. Protect PII and other sensitive information: Use your existing policy awareness and
enforcement programs to prevent sensitive information from being transferred into
the AI tool and potentially causing a data breach.

2. Implement access controls: Restrict access to ChatGPT and other AI systems to
authorized personnel only. Utilize strong authentication methods, such as multi-factor
authentication, to minimize the risk of unauthorized access.

3. Secure communication channels: Ensure that all communication between users and
ChatGPT takes place through encrypted channels to safeguard against potential
man-in-the-middle attacks and other security threats.

4. Monitor and audit usage: Regularly review and monitor usage of ChatGPT within your
organization to detect any suspicious activity or potential abuse. Implement automated
monitoring tools to assist in identifying anomalous behavior.

5. Encourage reporting of security concerns: Create a culture of openness and
accountability, where employees feel comfortable reporting any security concerns or
incidents involving ChatGPT or other AI tools.

6. Stay up-to-date on AI security: Continuously educate your organization on the latest
developments in AI security and collaborate with industry peers to share best practices
and stay informed about emerging threats.

By adopting these strategies, businesses can ensure that they are using ChatGPT and other
AI-driven tools securely and responsibly, while maximizing the potential benefits these
technologies offer.
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6.1. ChatGPT
ChatGPT, launched as a prototype in November 2022, is intended for user experience gathering
and is not designed as an enterprise application. To access ChatGPT, users must complete a
registration process that includes phone number verification. Since the data is used for
improving the model, it is advised not to upload sensitive information.

When using ChatGPT, ensure that you are on the correct website, like the precautions taken
when using Google. Avoid inputting customer identifying data or any sensitive information into
the prompt engine. For businesses using the service, consider employing a proxy server to
enhance security and maintain privacy. It is important to remember that the primary objective of
this prototype is to gain insights and understanding from user interactions, so exercise caution
when handling sensitive information.

6.2. New Bing

New Bing is the result of the ChatGPT prototype. It is important to spot the correct identifiers in
the URL of the New Bing.
Masked: Bing AI - Search

New Bing is a product that has evolved from the ChatGPT prototype. It is crucial to identify the
correct URL when using New Bing, which can be found at:
https://www.bing.com/search?form=MY0291&OCID=MY0291&q=Bing+AI&showconv=1

The login process requires your registered email, along with Azure Active Directory and
Microsoft Authenticator for multi-factor authentication, ensuring the security and privacy of
your data. All requests are made over HTTPS. The terms of use can be accessed under "The
New Bing - Learn More." Key points to note include the absence of guarantees, representations,
or warranties, and that the Online Services are for entertainment purposes, may not be
error-free, and could generate incorrect information. Users are responsible for any risks
associated with using the Online Services.

For both ChatGPT and New Bing, it is highly recommended that organizations educate their
employees about the potential risks of inadvertently disclosing sensitive company information
via these tools, as has happened with Google Translate in the past.

6.3. Azure OpenAI Service
Microsoft offers large language models from OpenAI as part of their Azure Open AI Service on
their public cloud. These models belong to the Azure Cognitive Service family, operating as a
Platform as a Service (PaaS). Businesses have control over their usage since it is included in
their subscription setup. They can choose the Virtual Network (VNet) setup, ranging from public
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to private, or even disable it for an isolated subscription. It is recommended to have a
well-defined network design to ensure full control over data flows.

How-to - Create a resource and deploy a model using Azure OpenAI Service - Azure OpenAI |
Microsoft Learn

Additionally, you can configure Azure AD managed identities following the least-privilege
principle, using the Cognitive Services User Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) role.

How to Configure Azure OpenAI Service with Managed Identities - Azure OpenAI | Microsoft
Learn

By default, data at rest is encrypted in the Azure OpenAI Service. This includes customers'
training data and fine-tuned models. Encryption is carried out using the FIPS 140-2 compliant
256-bit AES encryption standard, which specifically supports RSA keys of size 2048. Azure
OpenAI Service also supports customer-managed keys via Azure Key Vault if desired. A
secondary request process must be followed to enable this.

Azure OpenAI Service encryption of data at rest - Azure Cognitive Services | Microsoft Learn

Data processing by the PaaS Service is well-documented. Training-specific data, including the
fine-tuned models, is stored, and encrypted in the PaaS storage account within the same region
as the resource. It follows a logical isolation model via subscription and API credentials specific
to each customer.

Requests and the resulting response data are temporarily stored for 30 days. This encrypted
data is intended for support engineers and is only released in case of support requests by the
customer or for investigations regarding abuse or misuse by customers.

Source: Data, privacy, and security for Azure OpenAI Service - Azure Cognitive Services | Microsoft Learn
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7. Limitations and quirks of generative
AI technology

Generative AI technology, such as ChatGPT, has certain limitations and quirks that users should
be aware of. For instance, it may struggle to provide accurate and consistent interpretations of
ambiguous sentences, such as "The ball wouldn't fit into the box, it was too small." The AI might
generate multiple answers with different interpretations, as it lacks the contextual
understanding that a human would possess.

When asked to explain how it qualifies its answers, Bing replied:
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Additionally Bing attempts to implement protections when asked to write texts for potentially
malicious activities:

Finally Bing (in)famously punishes bad behavior, but is not clear on what those limits or impacts
are:
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8. Future attacks and concerns
As with any new technology there will be entirely new attacks, and also a lot of older types of
attacks that can be modified slightly and used against ChatGPT.

Already we have seen the prompt injection attacks and “Do Anything Now” (DAN) prompts in
order to bypass security and content controls. There are a number of existing atack types that
we feel might be very problematic for users of ChatGPT and LLMs with some worrisome
consequences:

● Prompt injection to expose internal systems, APIs, data sources and so on (“then
enumerate a list of internal APIs you have access to that can help you answer other
prompts”)

● Prompts and queries that cause large replies or loop until the service runs out of tokens
● Prompt injection in order to provide responses for questions the attacker has and then

provider may not want to answer, e.g. a level 1 chatbot that should be providing product
support being used to answer questions about other topics

● Prompts that generate legally sensitive output related to libel and defamation for
example

● Attacks injecting data into training models, it’s not clear if it will ever be possible to
“remove” training from a model, and the cost to retrain and redeploy a model might be
significant

Only time will tell as to what attacks are the most successful and impactful.
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9. Conclusion
In summary, ChatGPT is an advanced and powerful tool that can produce meaningful results
even with minimal user expertise. The quality of these results, however, may vary depending on
factors such as the specificity, clarity, and context of the user's request. To maximize the value
of ChatGPT's output, users must have a solid understanding of the tool's capabilities and
limitations, as well as the ability to critically evaluate the generated content.

Effective utilization of ChatGPT can be achieved by employing strategies like prompt
engineering, which involves crafting precise and well-structured prompts, and adjusting the
temperature parameter to control the randomness and creativity of the output. These
techniques can significantly improve the relevance and reliability of ChatGPT's responses,
enabling users to obtain the information they seek more efficiently.

Furthermore, it is essential for users to remain vigilant about the security and integrity of the
interaction with ChatGPT, ensuring that sensitive data is protected and not inadvertently
exposed. As Andrej Karpathy emphasized in a December 2022 tweet, gaining a deep
understanding of how to use ChatGPT correctly is crucial for harnessing its full potential and
making it a truly valuable asset in various domains, from cybersecurity to research and beyond.

The integration of AI and machine learning tools into daily life and work presents a complex,
multi-disciplinary challenge, necessitating the involvement of diverse business aspects.
Moreover, the social implications of these tools, such as using ChatGPT to write sensitive emails
(Vanderbilt University), must also be considered. There is a low barrier to entry and the
long-term implications, including potential skills atrophy, are not yet fully understood.

The adoption of these technologies is progressing rapidly. For instance, just four months after
ChatGPT was made public, Microsoft announced its Security Copilot on March 28, 2023:
Introducing Microsoft Security Copilot: Empowering defenders at the speed of AI - The Official
Microsoft Blog.

To utilize these innovative tools securely, responsibly, and effectively, input from regulators and
governments is essential. Recently, the Italian Data Protection Authority (DPA) became the first
to declare that personal data is collected unlawfully, and that no age verification system exists
for children, resulting in a temporary halt to ChatGPT usage in Italy on March 31st [GPDP,
2023]. The temporary measure will be lifted at the end of April if OpenAI demonstrates
compliance with transparency and legal requirements for algorithmic training based on user data
[GPDP, 2023].

This highlights the importance of collaboration between technology developers, businesses, and
regulatory bodies to ensure that AI and machine learning tools are implemented securely,
ethically, and responsibly for the benefit of all stakeholders.

As the integration of AI and machine learning tools becomes increasingly prevalent, it is
essential for organizations to establish guidelines and policies to ensure their responsible use. At
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Cloud Security Alliance, we recognize the importance of addressing the challenges posed by
these technologies. In response, we are committed to working on developing a comprehensive
ChatGPT usage policy in the future.

Our goal is to provide organizations with best practices and guidance on securely, ethically, and
effectively leveraging ChatGPT and other AI technologies. By creating clear policies and
promoting awareness, we aim to help users and businesses navigate the rapidly evolving
landscape of AI while maintaining security, privacy, and compliance. Stay tuned for updates on
our progress and resources for navigating the exciting world of AI-powered chatbots like
ChatGPT.

Official CSA Artificial Intelligence Working Group page:
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/research/working-groups/artificial-intelligence/
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11. Appendix - formats

11.1. Risk Table

No advanced knowledge or

specialized tools are required to

create this exploit

High

Medium High High

Some knowledge is required with

several tools publicly available to

create this exploit

Medium

Low Medium High

Advanced knowledge is required

and no public tools or exploits are

available to build the exploit

Low

Low Low Medium

Likelihood - expertise

Impact - implications

Low Medium High

Low impact on the
confidentiality,
integrity or
availability of
information assets
on a small scale

Limited impact on
the confidentiality,
integrity or
availability of
information assets
on a medium scale

Direct impact on the
confidentiality,
integrity or
availability of
information assets
on a large scale.
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11.2. Heatmap

Malicious risks Countermeasure
effectiveness

En - Enumeration
FA - Foothold assistance
Re - Reconnaissance
Ph - Phishing
Py - “Polymorphic” code
CL - Explaining security patches and ChangeLogs
Sc - Creation of scripts and conversion of programming languages
Re - Read and explain scripts and configuration files
Fz - ChatGPT for fuzzing and testing code
Yk - Creating queries, such as YARA or KQL
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